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Handbook of Food Factory DesignSpringer, 2013

	Food manufacturing has evolved over the centuries from kitchen industries to modern, sophisticated production operations. A typical food factory includes the food processing and packaging lines, the buildings and exterior landscaping, and the utility-supply and waste-treatment facilities. As a single individual is unlikely to possess all the...
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PySide GUI Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Newbies to GUI programming in Python will find this book indispensable. As well as the basic concepts, you'll be taught PySide in detail through practical instructions and create your own applications with customized widgets and dialogs.


	Overview

	
		Designed for beginners to help them get started with...
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The Idea Accelerator: How to Solve Problems Faster Using Speed ThinkingAllen & Unwin, 2011

	
		
			
				A toolkit of 60 practical ways by which the reader can think faster to reach earlier decisions, without neglecting a conscious, deliberate, and reflective approach

			
				Creating new ideas and growth opportunities is the lifeblood of any organization, but time to come up with new...
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Reasoning with Probabilistic and Deterministic Graphical Models: Exact Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2013

	
		Graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and constraint networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision processes) have become a central paradigm for knowledge representation and reasoning in both artificial intelligence and computer science in general. These models are used to perform many reasoning tasks, such as scheduling, planning and...
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The PortalMurdoch Books, 1970

	For thousands of years, the question has been asked: How

	do you get through the turbulence of life?





	We are hurtling towards a pivotal moment for humanity, a

	point in time when what we do next could determine the

	future of our species. Economic, environmental, technological

	and humanitarian experts suggest we are...
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Create Your Own Digital PhotographySams Publishing, 2005
You purchased a digital camera to join the digital revolution.  Yet you find yourself still using disposables because your digital camera is too  complicated and you don't even know where to start to figure out how to use it.  That's where Create Your Own Digital Photography  comes in. From...
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Digital Retouching and Compositing: Photographers' Guide (Power!)Course Technology PTR, 2003
Written from a photographer's point of view, "Digital Retouching and Compositing: Photographers' Guide" solves every snap-shooter's real-life problems painlessly. It distills complex topics down to a few pages of explanation and easy steps so users can quickly and dramatically change the way photos look. The book is...
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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A Computational Introduction to Number Theory and AlgebraCambridge University Press, 2005
"This is an outstanding and well-written book whose aim is to introduce the reader to a broad range of material -- ranging from basic to relatively advanced -- without requiring any prior knowledge on the part of the reader other than calculus and mathematical maturity. That the book succeeds at this goal is quite an accomplishment! ...this...
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Effective Knowledge Transfer in Multinational CorporationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
Those who have really enabled this research – and will, I hope, also benefit from its outcome at one point or other – are the managers who participated in the study. I hope my lengthy questionnaire and my numerous follow-up calls have not discouraged them to support further empirical studies. Special thanks go to my advisers, Professors...
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Going Wi-Fi: A Practical Guide to Planning and Building an 802.11 NetworkCMP Books, 2003
Make informed decisions about planning and installing 802.11 “Wi-Fi” wireless networks. This book helps you tackle the challenge, whether installing Wi-Fi within an existing corporate network, or setting up a wireless network from scratch in any business or organization. Author Janice Reynolds guides you through everything you need...
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Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 Days begins by establishing the basic parameters of J2ME development and its uses in building wireless applications. The tutorial chapters introduce both text and graphical application development for typical wireless devices. Finally, the book presents the major types of...
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